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EDIT (November 2, 2019): Every time I receive emails that someone has requested access to files in this post. They are always from someone with an educational score. This is because your school blocks files/emails from people outside your organization! If you can't access the files, sign out of your education account or go to your personal (example@gmail.com) account. If for
some reason you are unable to do so, send me a message here on Reddit! I can help! Hi! For the last week or so, I've been working on creating a fill-out PDF Spell Sheet form for Dungeons and Dragons 5e. Obviously we have a full sheet that WotC has released here. Still, there isn't enough room for all the character spells to match if they're a class like Druid, who has access to
every spell on their spell list. In order to match all your spells on your character sheet, you have to do something similar where you write in the rest of the spell with a pen or something, or you just have to use two different spell sheets. So, I decided to go and add more filled boxes and bubbles to the original sheet filled with shape. So you can have a clean spell sheet view that can
match all your spells available for printing and saving. In addition to that, I went and cited all spells for the Druid, Cleric and Paladin classes (classes that have all spells in their list of spells available to them) on this updated sheet, as well as a separate sheet for each subclass (since each one receives special spells). You can find an extended spell sheet here! You can find cleric
spell letters here! You can find Druid spelling letters here! You can find Paladin spell letters here! These include subclasses and spells from the Player Handbook, Xanathar's Guide to Everything, and the Dungeon Master Guide! Note: For some circles Druid lacks space (even with all the rooms I added) for all the spells from the Xanathar Guide and spell circle, so I had to put two
spells in the same field. I put a lap of spells on the same pitch, so it was easier to mean they were both constantly prepared. Custom character sheet for D&amp;D 5e Clerics - perfect for both new and old players! These five sheets have key features that make them easy to use, read quickly and help track everything your character has or needs. So, what's the deal with each of
the pages? Simple enough, they're designed to make your D&amp;D experience is easier and faster. They are also designed in the same style as my own spells, so everything will look like a cohesive set. Let's break what every page has: – ––Front page: Home stats, abilities, and trackers • Statistics and strike points at the top because you use them most • Track your channel
Divinity, see your spell attack bonus at all times, and spell Save DC • Track Track You're currently focused on spells • Track your attrition/level points • Track your conditions (including 2 additional conditions your character may have: Cursed and Madness) • Skills organized by Ability, making it easy to track your skills as a modifier changes • If your party includes the Bard, you have
room to track if your character has a Bardic Inspiration! • A special place to track all your healing potions– ––SECOND PAGE: Appearance, Personality, Allies and More • Additional fields for appearance and other notable features or details • Backstory Summary • Racial traits have their own box • Class features have their own box • Additional equipment/treasure huge!–&lt;/––-
THIRD Helper To create characters This is a brand new page I've added to help you knock out your character's back story! No need to use it if you don't want to, but it can help strengthen your character as you role play. • City / Country of Birth / Upbringing / Faith • Family, Friends and Other Relationships • Enemies &amp;; Antagonistic relationship • Cause for Adventure • Short
and Long Term Goals • Secrets!! (And who knows them, if anyone) • Cultural traditions • Specific memories (enough room for 2 or 3 key moments in your character's past) • Other notable details– ––FOURTH PAGE: Letter of spell • See how many spells you can cook at any given time! • See all your relevant Spellcasting stats (Bonus Attack, DC Spelling, Spell Ability, etc.) • Actual
bubbles to fill when you use the spell slot, PLUS the level of cleric you should be having these spell slots) • Fill what spells you have prepared • Place to keep all the spell scrolls you find! • TRACK SPELL COMPONENTS for all these super expensive components! It is wonderful to see your progress in getting the 1000 g.p. of the diamond you need – ––Fifth page: All known spells!
This is another page that I added custom to these sheets. But why do you need it when you have a regular sheet of spells? Because there's a big difference between spells that you know and the spells you've prepared! • This page has all the fields you need (plus a couple of extras for domain spells) to show which spells your character has access to. Yes, it's a lot, but it's a great
way to have everything on the same page, and don't have to flip on the back of the Player Handbook (or SRD rules) every time you're long rested. ––WHY DID YOU DO IT? As a DM for players who were new to D&D, every session of one of my players needs to be understood from this was not readily available on their sheets: how many times could they channel Divinity? Where
do you find this particular statistic? And especially as you track spells and everything they entail? What started out as an orderly version of official letters with very little change over time - and with my players testing letters like me prototyped them - I realized that there was more that I could add to make the experience easier and faster. So while there is a lot of information packed
on these sheets, gameplay and fighting are much faster and players have a better understanding of the game itself! I hope these sheets will also help you in your game.– ––LAST, BUT NOT LEAST: • Setting these character tables is 100% better (rather than scale according to page) • If you notice an error of any kind, let me know! I will definitely update the sheet as soon as
possible. • I'll do character letters for each class, so be on view!! • You can follow upcoming updates by following me on Twitter, @daysandhours Learn more about this item Name School Level School Ritual Casting Time Components Concentration Source PhB Player Guide Ee Elementary Evil Companion Player Scag Sword Coast Adventurer Guide Xge Xanathar Guide
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